The Italian philosopher Luisa Muraro argues that the primal feminist act is the expression of gratitude. I begin with Francesca herself, for having changed my thinking, and my life, far beyond my wildest dreams.

I thank the staffs of the Archivi di Stato in Florence (especially Doctor Paola Peruzzi), Lucca (especially Sergio Nelli), Modena, Mantua, and Rome; of the Archivi vescovili in Florence and Lucca (especially Sister Giuseppina), and the archive of the Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore in Florence (especially Doctor Lorenzo Fabbri); of the Archivio Segreto Vaticano and the Archivio Storico Capitolino in Rome; of the Biblioteca Laurenziana, Biblioteca Riccardiana, Biblioteca Marucelliana, Biblioteca Governativa di Lucca, Biblioteca Casanatense, Biblioteca Conservatorio Santa Cecilia, Biblioteca Universitaria di Roma, Biblioteca Nazionale Vittorio Emanuele di Roma, and the Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris; and of the Galleria degli Uffizi.

I thank Cardinal Archbishop Ennio Antonelli of Florence and Reverend Mother Osanna Gobbetto, superior of the Monastero Domenicano Santa Croce in Florence, for generously granting permission to use the cloister’s archive. I am grateful to Sisters Rosanna and Antonina for opening the door there and bringing strong coffee in the afternoons.

I owe more than I can ever say to the always gracious and generous staff of the Casa Buonarroti in Florence, especially to the director, Doctor Pina Ragioniera, and to Elena, Maurizio, and Susanna.

Research for this book has been supported by grants from American Council of Learned Societies, the National Endowment for the Humanities, the Uni-
versity of Virginia, New York University and by a month-long residency at the Terza Università di Roma. The project began with the support of an NEH Fellowship for Independent Scholars in 1990–1991 and ended when I was a Frederick Burkhart Residential Fellow at Villa I Tatti in 2001–2002. I am grateful to all these institutions, but more grateful to the people who enabled my work. Jane Bowers, Tim Carter, Susan McClary, Ellen Rosand, Howard Smither, Gary Tomlinson, and the late Philip Brett supported my applications for grants. Thanks, too, to Walter Kaiser, director of I Tatti when I was there, for his sharp and provocative wit; to the matchlessly intelligent and helpful librarians there, especially Michael Rocke and Kathryn Bosi, for their extraordinary warmth and generosity, Ilaria della Monica and the late Stefano Corsi for swift and accurate bibliographic help, and Manuela Michelloni for forcing me to speak Italian as we trudged up the hill from the early bus; to the staff, especially Nelda Ferace (for calling me “Bestia”), Alexa Mason (for countless rides and her social grace), Patrizia Carella, Donatella Pieraccini (for approving my interest in Francesco de’ Gregori’s music), Liliana Ciullini, Rosanna Gaspari, and Gennaro Giustino; and to my cohort for fabulous conversations, advice, feste, and wine, especially Geraldine Albers, Kurt Barstow, Cammy Brothers, Andrew and Jaclyn Blume, Marilina Cirillo and Giorgio Falzerano, Andrew Dell’Antonio and Susan Jackson, Bruce Edelstein, Iain Fenlon, Arthur Field, Katherine Gill, Catherine Gogüel, Paul Hill, Chris Hughes, Lawrence Jenkins, Christiane Klapisch, Robert Leporatti, Christian Moevs, Caroline Murphy, Jonathan Nelson, Deanna Shemek, and Ty Miller.


I owe a special debt to Tim Carter, Kelley Harness, and John Walter Hill; without their generous sharing of research tips and research finds this book could not exist. And I thank the four scholars who read drafts of this manuscript for the University of Chicago Press, especially Professor Carter and the anonymous Reader 2 for the bracing and extremely helpful detail of their comments. They made this a much better book.

For countless gestures of support, and for the inspiration of often penetrating questions, I thank my former colleagues at the University of Virginia, espe-
cially Elizabeth Hudson, Michelle Kisliuk, Fred Maus, Marita McClymonds, Susan McKinnon, Farzaneh Milani, Stephan Prock, and Alicyn Warren; my current colleagues at New York University, especially Michael Beckerman, Stanley Boorman, Kyra Gaunt, Elizabeth Hoffman, Jairo Moreno, and Ana Maria Ochoa Gautier; all my students; and some truly dedicated friends, Sarah Fagg, Patrice Giansante, Jill Gordon, Julia Griffin, Marion Guck, the late Corinne Guntzel, Lydia Hamessley, Vicki Hawes, Ellie Hisama, Martha Mockus, Glenn Munkvold, Trina Myers, Susan Patrick, Kevin Phelps, Annie Janeiro Randall, Tom Renckens, Sandra Saari, and Wynne Stuart. I am indebted to Elizabeth Wood for everything—the inspiration of her own beautiful writing, the piercing insight of her questions, and the generosity and sweetness with which she offers criticism. Similarly, the intelligence, playfulness, and friendship Marilina Cirillo has so generously shared with me since our year at I Tatti continues to sustain me.

The people of St. Stephen’s Lutheran Church in Syracuse, New York, kindly granted me leave from my position as their music director to begin this work, and the friendship offered by the people of Santa Felicita in Florence sustained me during long months of archival work and writing. I especially thank my fellow choir members Maria “Lala” Galgani and her daughter Ludovica, Maria Pea, Eleonora and Giuliana; Leonisia, Signora Guicciardini, and the ragazzi della media whom I tried to turn into a children’s choir; and most of all Don Mino Tagliacozzi, whose preaching and kindness reopened my heart to life’s joy. Vi ringrazio tutti.

The late Finn McCool, Cuchulainn O’Houlihouloulihan, Bridget Kelly Black, and Francesca Katchini attended to this work as only creatures of their kind can; I thank them and their worthy successors, Ginger Rogers and Fred Astaire.

But there is no one to whom I owe more gratitude than to my partner, Margaret McFadden. Peerless as a teacher, a thinker, and a human being, she has so far exceeded what one might imagine by such words as “patience,” “love” or “support” that I can only bow my head in acknowledgement. When she generously welcomed Francesca into our shared life, neither of us dreamed how long she would choose to stay. I owe this book to Margaret’s steadfast generosity of spirit, but much more important, I owe her all the sweetness in my life.